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X-LINE : A radically new way to experience the sea

PRESTIGE creates exceptional yachts designed as villas on the water.
PRESTIGE reflects the shared emotion of a luxury without pretence and
without excess, based on the mastery of space and light.
PRESTIGE is a success story of 30 years of design, development and
passion. It is the promise of a dream, where the sea feels like home.
Over the course of three decades, PRESTIGE has become a known and
respected brand throughout the world, a leader in the market of motor
yachts. Over 4,000 PRESTIGE motor yachts cruise on waters around the
world! A key ingredient to this success is the desire to continually push for
progress in strategic development, whether in the industrial, commercial
or design fields.
In 2020, PRESTIGE is launching a new product line dedicated to luxury and
the art of living well: the X-Line.
The brand is launching the X70, the first model in this innovative and seductive
line, and reinventing space and ease of movement on board.

X 70: An architectural revolution by GARRONI Design and PRESTIGE
Created in the spirit of super yachts, the X70 offers infinite possibilities, blurring the line between the exterior and the interior. Based on volume, circulation and light, the
all-new concept for this luxury crossover enables you to benefit from the full beam of the yacht, reinventing space on board for an incredible experience!

The X70 is, above all, a true architectural revolution. The X70 is set apart by a radically different use of space. A traditional Flybridge uses 70 % of the beam of the yacht
for circulation via the sidedecks. The X70 breaks with these traditional codes!
The elimination of the sidedecks, which are repositioned onto the Flybridge, enables the use of 90% of the space. This new layout also enables a gain in exterior living
space. The saloon occupies the entire beam of the yacht. The extra-wide cockpit, increased to 50%, opens onto the exterior without any physical separation from the
interior. The forward deck can be accessed by the Flybridge or directly from the interior, through a side exit.
This architecture, entirely original on a yacht of this size, offers an exceptional volume of living space.
This fluid circulation transforms the space on board, ingeniously blending the interior with the exterior, with increased natural lighting, as well.
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X 70: Volume, circulation, interconnection and light!

The incredible architecture of the X70 hinges on circulation. On the Flybridge, four staircases
connect living spaces for greater ease of movement on board. Benefiting from the full beam of the
yacht opens up the space for an extraordinary modular layout.
Whether on the Flybridge or the main deck, the potential uses are multiplied.
The main deck is composed of four distinct, yet open, living areas:
- an immense and fully equipped helm station with incomparable visibility;
- a central galley, at the heart of life on board and with easy access to the Flybridge;
- a cockpit enlarged by 300% and bathed in light; and
- a “beach club” for immediate proximity with the sea.

X70: Your own private island

True to the spirit of PRESTIGE, the X70 blends inviting living spaces with
private luxury.
The full-beam owner’s cabin features surprising interior volume and ease
of movement!
Fine materials, cosy atmospheres, extraordinary storage space –
everything on board is designed for comfort and relaxation.
The wide-body owner’s cabin is accessed from the main deck by a private
staircase. The guest and VIP cabins also benefit from their own entrance.
The yacht offers the possibility of accommodating a full crew.

X70: An innovative concept with exceptional fit and finish

With the X70, PRESTIGE reinvents the use of space, and with it, life on board. This innovative
concept enables the interior design and layout to be personalised: each owner can choose
his or her tables, chairs, sun loungers and sofas from a wide selection. The configuration is
very modular, benefiting from unparalleled fit and finish.
For leather, PRESTIGE has selected the world’s best in Foglizzo. The sofas, chic and madeto-measure, are designed by Duvivier.
PRESTIGE woodwork demands expertise down to the smallest detail, mixing various
finishes, such as lacquer or high varnish, applied manually, piece by piece. The woodwork
is contemporary and very fine. Lighting is optimised.
The audio system is also among the best, with collaboration from Bowers & Wilkins.
Life aboard the X70 combines the comforts of a luxurious villa and the pleasures of life at
sea in a radically new and different way!

X70: Technological expertise from a great brand

With the X70, PRESTIGE meets real technological and technical
challenges.
For engine power, the X70 benefits from the expertise of
VOLVO with IPS technology to further facilitate handling and
manoeuvres.
The X70 will be equipped with VOLVO IPS 1200 and IPS 1350
engines, which offer proven effectiveness in increased reliability,
lower maintenance costs and an optimal performance.

With the X70, PRESTIGE chooses innovation and development to offer luxurious comfort and well-being at sea and to inaugurate an entirely new
experience of life on the water.
The future X-Line joins the already successful Flybridge line and S-line. With the X70, PRESTIGE has taken up the challenge to reinvent life on board
and to reimagine cruising. Discover the X70 on the water at the end of August 2020!

